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RECOMMENDATIONS
I

t

|

I) Creation of the Division of Nuclear Facilities Safety.

II) Endorsement of Comprehensive Load Management and Conservation
Programs.. /

III) Prioritize Massachusetts Based Electrical Generating
Facilities.

IV) Department of Public Utilities to Establish a Five-Year
Supply Plan without reliance on the Pilgrim Plant.

V) Committee Review of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance

| Report (SALP) and Recommended Measures to Correct
1 Serious Functional Deficiencies at the Pilgrim Nuclear

Generating Facility at Plymouth.

VI) Improved Emergency Preparedness Plan.
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RECOMMENDATION I

* .

CREATION OF A DIVISION OF NUCLEAR FACILITY SAFETY

After many hours of deliberation over topics such as
emergency preparedness and planning, monitoring of radiation andthe committee has concluded thatother aspects of nuclear saf ety,
many areas regarding public. safety need immediate attention andAfter reviewing and hearing the testimony of theimprovement. (DPH) and the Department of PublicDepartment of Public Health
Safety, the committee concluded that lack of funding, along with,I

shortfalls in strict compliance with many sections of Chapter 796 of
the acts of 1979, have led to a less than appropriate handling ofThe committee,radiation monitoring and emergency preparedness.
therefore, recommends that the Commonwealth adopt and implement the
f ormation of a Division of Nuclear Facility Safety to oversee
nuclear generated power production in the Commonwealth.

The Division of Nuclear Facility Safety shall provide the
following provisions and services:

The Division of Nuclear Facility Safety shall be a
division of the Department of Public Safety and shall be responsible
for monitoring the operation and modification of the two nuclear

In addition, it shall bepower plants within the Commonwealth.
responsible for developing emergency response plans in conjunction
with Massachusetts Civil Defense for responding to accidente
involving nuclear power plant facilities. Major activities shall
include: installation, operation and maintenance of a system for
remote monitoring of radioactive discharges from the nuclear power
plants, in conjunction and under the supervision of the Department
of Public Realth; development and review of the Massachusetts
Radiological Accident Emergency Preparedness Plan (MRAEPP);
oversight of training of state and local civil defense personnelEnforcement of rulesresponsible for implementation of the MRAEPP.
and regulations prescribing standards for in service testing of
pressurized systems at nuclear power plants which the Department of
Public Safety oversees.

1) The Massachusetts Radiological Accident Emergency
Preparedness Plan.

The Massachusetts Radiological Accident Emergency
Preparedness Plan shall establish a program for statewide, integral
management procedures in the event of an accident which may occur at
a nuclear power reactor site. The primary purpose of the plan is to.

.
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provide a coordinated response by state and local governmental
. officials for the protection of the citizens of the Commonwealth.'

The plan shall include site specific planning to cover the urgency
of protecting citizens living near nuclear plants; a concept of
operations so that the plan can be effectively carried cut; and an
effective allocation of resources and personnel. The plan shall
pre-assign the duties and responsibilities that would be taken by
all the respondents to a nuclear accident thus enabling actions to
be made quickly and efficiently.

The Massachusetts Division of Nuclear Facility Safety
and the Massachusetts Civil Defense Agency shall share the primary
responsibility for developing the plan with integral component
agencies such as the state police and the Emergency Planning Zone
(EPZ) communities' local officials. The utilities' security and ;

safety personnel must also play a major role in planning.
Specifically, the Division of Nuclear Facility Safety shall be
r esponsible f or the technical f unctions of this ef fort, and the
Civil Defense Agency shall be responsible for the operational
aspects. The plan shall be reviewed every year for accuracy and
proper appropriation to assure a fully functional quality plan. The
appropriate components shall be distributed to the proper state,
county and municipal agencies and organizations in the Commonwealth
for implementation.

The Division of Nuclear Facility Safety shall plan to
expand the EPZ to 50 miles from each reactor with the understanding j

that greater planning and preparedness efforts are necessary closer
to the reactor and that evacuation will not likely be recommended
for all areas within a 50 mile radius. These plans should be
tailored to meet each community's specific needs.

The Division of Nuclear Facility Safety shall clarify
evacuation plans for regional schools which have students from at
least one, but not all, towns in the school system which are part of
an EPZ. Division and Civil Defense officials working with school
administrators and parents' groups must develop workable student and
teacher evacuation plans and establish criteria for determining
when, if ever, it would be appropriate to send children home first
to evacuate with their families.

The Division of Nuclear Facility Safety shall establish
emergency evacuation time estimates and traffic control plans based
on evacuations of people within the EPZ to reception centers at
least 30 miles from the reactor and should anticipate secondary or
shadow evacuations.

The Division of Nuclear Facility Safety shall
commission a site-specific probabilistic risk analysis of severe
accident probabilities at Pilgrim and the consequences of radioactive
releases and the probable health effects at various distances from

,

the plant. |

Major operations specified in the Plan and agency
responsibilities are outlined in Recommendation VI. |

<
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2) Monitoring.

The committee recommends that the Division of Nuclearand the Department of Public Health adoptFacility Safety which shall incorporateand develop a Remote Monitoring System (RMS)
gross gamma detectors radially pocitionedthree major components:

around each nuclear power station; an automated, isotopic gaseous
effluent monitor system which samples from major engineering release
points; and a reactor parameter data communication link to eachIn addition there shall be provided
facilities on-site computer.
liquid effluent monitors, which will be located at each plant's.

liquid discharge points. All of these RMS components shall be
connected through a dedicated data communications link to provide
instantaneous readings to the Division of Nuclear Facility Safety

Technical staff shall review the data and performHeadquarters.
analyses of plant conditions.

The
ENVIRONMENTAL RADIATION MONITORING SYSTEM:a)

Division of Nuclear Facility Safety shall develop a dual ring system
of environmental radiation monitors utilizing gross gamma detectors
and automated isotopic detectors which shall be installed and
maintained around each reactor site that would measure a change in

the reactorradiation levels resulting from a radioactive release at It shall
site. This system shall serve a multitude of purposes.
define the existence of a radioactive release suf ficiently large

as well as detect a releaseenough to impact upon the environment, In addition, the system shallthrough an unmonitored release path.
provide a backup capability should the effluent monitoring system be
inoperable, and shall also help revesi the presence of atmospheric
conditions (windshear) which could result in plume dispersal not

I following anticipated direction of travel.I

The Environmental Radiation Monitoring System shall be
(1) up to 16 moni* torsdeveloped to provide the following features: at a distance ofper site (1 detector for each 22.5 degree segment) minimum detection(2)approximately 2 miles from the reactor site;

level of 1 microRoentgen per hour (natural background levels are
(3) maximumapproximately 7 to 10 microRoentgens per hour);detection limit is at least 10 Roentgens per hour (one million times

normal background levels); (4) automatic transmission of radiation
readings to the Nuclear Facility Safety Division headquarters
computer system every 8 minutes; and (5) transmission of alarm|

signals to the NuclearFacility Safety Division headquarters in the event of high radiation
levels or failure of environmental monitoring system components.

b) REACTOR PARAMETER DATA LINK: The Massachusetts
Division of Nuclear Facility Safety shall install a direct data
communication link between the Division headquarters computer and
each nuclear reactor's control room computer for the monitoring of
the Commonwealth's two nuclear power reactors and their safety

This data link shall be developed for early notificationsystems.
of events that could lead to nuclear accidents.

This system is an

in providing continuous plant safety assessment,essential element
early detection of abnormal conditions, and evaluation of nuclear
plant transients.
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The system signals to be received at the Division's, ,

headquarters shall be the same signals available to the nuclear
plant personnel on-site. The Division shall select particular
parameters to be transmitted to them from an index containing all
available plant system information. Parameters selected by the
Department provide detailed information on the operation
characteristics of all essential plant safety systems.

Some major features that are available that may be
included in this system are: (1) 1,000 to 1,300 parameters
(signals) per reactor accessible for transmission every two minutes;
(2) technical parameters include: reactor power levels, reactor
water levels, steam generator water levels, containment
temperatures, engineered safety system availability, and essential
pump flow rates; and (3) system software for displaying either
current or historical signals.

c) THE RADIOACTIVE GASEOUS EFFLUENT MONITORING SYSTEM:
The Division of Nuclear Facility Safety and the Department of Public
Health shall be directed to utilize and implement a custom designed
automated system to monitor gases routinely released by nuclear
power plants. The Radioactive Gaseous Monitoring System is designed
to identify and quantify the radioactive components of the gaseous
discharges f rom each stack and other gaseous release points to the
environment and transmit the information immediately to the Division
so that appropriate emergency action can be directed in the event of
a nuclear accident.

The Radioactive Gaseous Effluent Monitoring System is a
state of the art, computerized system which continuously transmits
data from the nuclear power plant to the Division's headquarter
computer.

This system includes the following features: (1)
dedicated computer at the power plant sites for operation and
analysis; (2) minimum detection level of 10 to 13 microcuries/ cubic
centimeter; (3) maximum accident detection limit of 10
microcuries/ cubic centimeter; (4) collection and analyses of
radiation in three forms: iodines, particulate, and noble gases;
(5) automatic background level checks; (6) automatic check on source
verifications; (7) remote computer access to determine operational,

status and data; (8) signal alarms in the event of high radiation
levels or failure of a system function; (9) detection of specific
isotopes based on radiation energy; and (10) accelerated operation
rates designed to maximize data collection during an accident

d) EMISSION STANDARDS: It is essential that
Massachusetts Public Health Officials review and determine the
maximum permissible levels of airborne radioactive emissions from
nuclear power plants that do not threaten the public health and
safety. By adopting state emission standards as authorized by the
Clean Air Act amendments of 1977, the Commonwealth will ensure that
safe standards are in place and strictly enforced. Until such
standards are set by the Department of Public Health, the federal

-91-
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standards should be adopted as state standards so that the state* *

officials immediately have the power to inspect onsite and of f-site
monitoring equipment and have independent enforcement authority over
emissions. The state shall assess all licensees for the cost of
setting up a monitoring system for the Commonwealth.

Perhaps the most important safety function of a
monitoring system is to assist emergency response officials in
determining the extent of a serious accident and the amount and
direction of radiation releases. We recommend installation of a
comprehensive and sophisticated new monitoring system similar to the
one that is already installed and functioning in Illinios to provide
substantially more public protection.

3) Possible Adverse Health Effects From Pilgrim
Radioactive Emissions

a) Radiation exposure can cause cancer, birth defects
and chromosomal damage. The Depar tment of Public Health has
determined that there has been a significant increase in leukemia
cases in the area surrounding Pilgrim, although the department is
still studying what the cause of those leukemias may be.

b) The Special Committee recommends that four health
studies be conducted:

1) A follow-up study on the leukemia cases in the
Plymouth area to determine what environmental or i

occupational exposures may have caused those leukemias.

2) A study to test the theory that coastal winds may
concentrate the radioactive emissions from the Pilgrim
plant in such a way as to cause adverse health
consequences in coastal areas.

3) A regional study of adverse health impacts,
including leukemia incidences, birth defects and
infant mortality, downwind from other nuclear
reactors in New England, i

l

4) A health study of all past and present Pilgrim !

employees to determine the adverse effects, if any, of i

exposure to radiation from Pilgrim. |

|

I
4) The cost of the Division of Nuclear Facility Safety and

the Department of Public Health's monitoring system should not be
borne by all taxpayers but by the utility ratepayers through an
assessment of the nuclear plant licensees.. j
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RECOMMENDATION II
a .

ENDORSEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE LOAD MANAGEMENT
AND CONSERVATION PROGRAMS

The special committee investigating the Pilgrim Nuclear
Generating Facility reviewed testimony involving energy supply, load
management and conservation measures during several hearings. The

|committee concluded that in order to meet current and future power
supply demands all utilities in the Commonwealth must implement
stringent load management and conservation programming. The
committee stresses that authority should be given to the Department

I

I of Public Utilities to oversee the implementation of aggressive load
management and conservation programs for any electric utility

j relying on the continual operation of the Pilgrim Generating
! Facility.

| LOAD MANAGEMENT:

The committee endorses the concepts contained in the
I Final Report of the Boston Edison Review Panel en they relate to

increased load management programs by Boston Edican Company. The
committee recommends that the Department of Public Utilities (DPU)
be required to encourage and assist Boston Edison in implementing
the specific load management programs. The DPU shall also be
required to encourage and assist Commonwealth Electric Company in
implementing appropriate cost-effective load management prog rams
that offer the company similar energy-saving results.

Boston Edison Company should identify and fund
effective " load management" measures, such as radio-controlled water
heaters and nighttime water chilling systems, which reduce peak
energy use and are cheaper than the cost of producing electricity
from new power plants. In addition, the utility should provide
incentives for commercial and industrial sector customers to form
" load-shedding cooperatives," where a group of participants agrees
to share minimal energy use reductions during peak demand
emergencies.

CONSERVATION:

The special committee endorses the concepts contained
in the Final Reoort of the Boston Edison Review Panel as they relate
to increased, cost-effective conservation programs by Boston Edison
Company. The DPU should be required to encourage and assist Boston
Edison in implementing the specific conservation programs. The DPU
shall also be required to encourage and assist Commonwealth Electric
Company in implementing appropriate, cost-effective conservation

,
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Theprograms that offer the company similar energy-saving results.
DPU should direct all utilities to make significant investments in* *

energy conservation and energy ef ficiency programs, known as
" demand-side management" programs, to reduce the energy demand of
all utilities' customers. The DPU should set target investment
levels and participate in the design of demand-side management
programs. Such programs should include, but not be limited to the
f ollowing, where shown to be cost ef fective:

1) The special committee recommends all utilities
should employ design teams to go into buildings
that use large quantities of electricity to identify the
full package of demand-side management measures and
practices that are cheaper than the utilities
commensurate cost of producing electricity from new
power plants over the useful life of the conservation
measures. The utility should then fund the purchase and
installation of identified cost-effective measures. ;

,

2) All electric utility companies should offer their
customers incentives for a wide range of efficiency

This incentive program should go far beyondmeasures.
the limited scope of current and prior utiltity rebate
programs for refrigerators and efficient lights.

3) All electric utiltity companies should also provide
incentives for electrical energy efficiency in new
construction including hook-up fee and penalties.

4

4) All electric utility companies should convene an
- auction for energy efficiency improvements similar to

the bidding process that is currently being used to
promote the development of small power and cogeneration
facilities.

5) The committee recommends that the DPU should be
allowed to provide all utilities with a profit, or
" rate of return" on the investment the company makes
in demand-side management programs. This rate of
return, to be recovered from the companie's ratepayers,

,

could be at least as high and or up to two percentage
points higher than the rate the utiltities are
authorized to receive for capital investments in new
power plants.

l

.

t
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]RECOMMENDATION III
. ,

4

PRIORITIZE MASSACHUSETTS BASED ELECTRICAL
GENERATING FACILITIES

The Committee recommends that the Energy Facilities SitingI.Council and the Department of Public Utilities give priority
consideration to the construction of non-nuclear electric generating
plants located within the Commonwealth when reviewing the plans of
any electric utility for the construction of a new generating plant.

The Massachusetts General Laws and regulations promulgated by
regulatory agencies require utility companies to provide ratepayers
with electricity at the lowest possible economic cost and with the
least possible environmental impact. In planning to meet the
electrical energy needs of ratepayers, the Department of Public
Utilities, the Energy Facilities Siting Council, and the utilities
should consider and evaluate the following factors:

1) The full " life cycle" economic costs of each energy
resource option. These include costs for construction,
financing, operation and maintenance, and
decommissioning. With respect to energy efficiency and
load management programs, costs f or materials and
installation and program administration should be
considered.

!

2) The full environmental costs of each energy resource
option. Environmental impacts associated with the
siting of facilities, degradation of outdoor and
indoor air quality, potentially adverse impacts on water
quality, and risks to public health should all be fully.
considered when deciding which energy option to pursue.

3) The number of jobs created by the use of each energy
resource option. The number of long and short-term jobs
that are directly and indirectly created as a result of
developing various energy resource options should be-

considered and compared. Other state and local economic
development costs and benefits, such as support of
indigenous industry and inflows or outflows of capital
resulting from development of each energy resource
option should also be considered.

.

e
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4) The reliability of the energy resource option.
Massachusetts needs affordable and reliable energy

i
resources to help sustain a healthy economy. Energy

' resource options that decentralize.and diversify
the region's fuel. mix, and which reduce reliance on
non-indigenous fuels, should be prioritized.

All potential resource. options--including energy
efficiency improvements and practices, load
management measures and practices, small power
production, co-generation, and small and large oil,
natural gas and clean coal technologies should be
evaluated and compared using the above criteria.

The Committee believes that priority should be given to
Massachusetts based plants. The Committee is concerned about the
increased dependence on plants located outside Massachusetts for our
electric generating needs. It believes that this trend increases
the likelihood of supply disruptions, thereby complicating unduly
our ability to forecast long range supply. This' trend of reliance
on plants outside Massachusetts is also detrimental to our economy,
since it creates jobs in other states that would otherwise benefit
Massachusetts workers.

.
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RECOMMENDATION IV'
.

DEPARTHENT OF PUBLIC UTILITIES TO ESTABLISH A FIVE-YEAR SUPPLY
PLAN WITHOUT RELI ANCE ON THE PILGRIM PL ANT

l

The Committee has found that the Pilgrim Nuclear Generating |
Facility at Plymouth, Massachusetts has suffered from serious and
continuous mismanagement. Although significant efforts are being
made by its owners to rectify the management problems, considerable
uncertainty remains over the reliability of the plant to contribute
to the electric supply needs of the Commonwealth.

The Committee therefore recommends that the Department of Public
Utilities (DFU) establish a five-year plan for ensuring adequate
supply without consideration of the electrical production of Pilgrim
plant.. Due to the uncertain future of Pilgrim,'the DPU should
establish a supply plan for the Commonwealth that does not require
any dependence on the Pilgrim plant. Such plan shall include a
forecast of future supply and demand which deliniates each source of
power and its location. January 1, 1988 is.the due date for the

Iimplementation of the initial five-year plan.

The Committee recommends that in determining whether to restart
the Pilgrim Nuclear Power Plant, the availability of sufficient cost
effective and safe alternate energy resources shall be taken into
consideration.

i

|
|

|

l'
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RECOMMENDATION V

> .

COMMITTEE REVIEW OF THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION (NRC)
SYSTEMATIC ASSESSMENT OF LICENSEE PERFORMANCE REPORT (SALP)

AND RECOMMENDED MEASURES TO CORRECT SERIOUS FUNCTIONAL
DEFICIENCIES AT THE PILGRIM NUCLEAR GENERATING FACILITY

AT PLYMOUTH

The Pilgrim nuclear power plant has a well documented, and
well publicized, history of problems. This history has called into

question both the level of safety when Pilgrim is operating and
Boston Edison's ability to run the plant. With an issue as
emotional as nuclear power the loss of public confidence must be
addressed in addition to the actual safety problems.'

Massachusetts, particularly residents of Southeastern
Massachusetts, have every right to demand that Pilgrim be one of the
best run plants in the country rather than one of the worst.
Clearly the initiative for this belongs to Boston Edison. Pilgrim
has been "off-line" for more than a year. During that time the
utility has undertaken significant initiatives to improve its
performance. In some cases they have taken a lead in the nuclear

.
industry to address certain problems. More work remains to be done,,

J however, and how effective the company is in its work will have to
i be judged when it is completed.
<

|) This is neither a " pro-nuclear" nor an " anti-nuclear"
b report. The committee feels that where there are problems, they

must be addressed, prior to restart, and that the plant should not
operate until all major deficiencies are corrected. Individual
members will have their own views on nuclear power but everyone
agreed that the overriding issue here was not to resolve the nuclear
debate but to address the problems of one particular plant."

,

The committee heard testimony on specific operations and
plant problems from Boston Edison, the Nuclear Regulatory

| Commission, and representatives.from citizen groups. In addition,
the committee has had access to Public Safety Secretary Charles'

Barry's report to the Governor on the plant and volumes of NRC
reports.

To try and identify every single problem and the appropriate
solutions would be beyond the committee's capability and
jurisdiction. The sheer number of technical matters, the lack of'

expert staff, and the debate within scientific and regulatory
circles over some issues made it unrealistic for us to devise the

,

specific solutions to many particular problems. Likewise, it makes
little sense to list every specific problem since it would make more

-

difficult our aim to focus public attention on the most substantive j

problems. {
,

5
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The committee does feel, though, that it is useful for the' '

Legislature to summarize the patterns of problems and our will
perceptions of the work which needs to be done. This, we hope,
not only focus greater attention on the major problems but also give
the Legislature and the public some standard by which we can measure
Edison's progress.

on many occasions, has claimed it will force EdisonThe NRC,
to prove significant improvements before restart is allowed. As

part of their process they will develop a detailed check list of
matters requiring solutions. The committee urges the NRC to include

If addressed, we feel plant
our concerns as part of that process.
safety will be enhanced and public confidence raised.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission recently issued the Pilgrim
Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP) for the 15
month period of November 1, 1985 through January 31, 1987. SALP is
a comprehensive assessment of the plant analyzed into twelve
functional areas. The report identifies recurring programmatici

'

weaknesses in five functional areas including: radiological

controls; surveillance; fire protection; security and assurance of
i

quality, I

These five f unctional areas received low SALP grades of 3.
The NRC rates on a 1, 2, and 3 basis and defines a 3, the lowest
rating, as follows:

"Both NRC and licensee attention should be increased.
Licensee management attention or involvement is
acceptable and considered nuclear safety, but
weaknesses are evident; licensee resources appear
to be strained or not effectively used so that
minimally satisfactory performance with respect
to operational safety is being achieved."
The following is an outline of the problems in each of the

five functional areas as reported by the NRC, followed by the
committee's recommendations.

(1) RADIOLOGICAL CONTROL- " This assessment covers radiation
hrotection, effluent monitoring and controls, radwaste
shipping and environmental monitoring. SALP found that
the licensee made numerous improvements in the overall

However,quality of the radiological controls program.
implementation of the program continues to be weak.
When problems with program implementation or adequacy
are identified, corrective actions are sometimes not
adequate or not implemented resulting in the need for
further NRC involvement. In the area of effluent
monitoring and control, the licensee implemented the

,

;

i
(
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new effluent technical specifications in a generally' *

acceptable manner, however, failure to take action on I

significant long standing deficiencies in the environ-
mental Thermolumenescent Dosimeters (TLD) program
detracted from the good effort."

COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS:

a)--Aggressively supervise the radiological
control program.

b)--Establish and implement measures to
verify e rogram implementation and
implement corrective actions for
deficiencies.

c)--Interactions with personnel outside
the radiological group should be
significantly strengthened.

d)--Continued clean up of plant and
reduction of contaminated areas.

e)--Strengthen the role and company jurisdiction
~of radiation control department over the other
depa r tments ,-

f)--Exposure histories of past and present employees
and contracted workers be compiled,
continually updated, and reported to DPH
and Nuclear Pacility Safety Division.

g )--Improve programs f or replacement of thermo-
,

I luminescent dosimeters.
h)--Improve training of employees in radiological

environmental technical specifications.
1)--Improve control and accounting of special nuclear

material under one gram.
j)--Improved access control to high radiation areas.
k)--Improved inspection of vehicles leaving site for any

contamination.

(2) SURVEILLANCE: " Individual surveillance tests were well
conducted and controlled. The response to recurring
local leak rate test failures was also positive
However, the licensee has been slow to recognize and
correct weaknesses in the control of the program tests.
This lack of progress is reflected in the large number
of surveillance-related licensee event reports and NRC
violations issued during the current period. The
control of the program is fragmented and not always
effective and appears to depend more on historical past
practice then in a well founded, systematic approach.
This is a major weakness that must be corrected. The
licensee's measuring and test equipment control programi

I

also need improvement."'

.

COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS:

) a)--Significant site and corporate management
< attention is needed ;o correct deficiencies

.) in this area.

-98-
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b)--Place a single qualified individual in"
'

overall charge of the surveillance program.

(3) FIRE PROTECTION: "The licensee has been slow to
Problemsstrengthen the fire protection program.

included inadequate surveillance procedures,
degraded fire barriers, inoperable fire protectionand poor quality fire brigadesystem equipment,
training. Although action has been taken to address
these concerns the program has suffered from a
chronic lack of attention and should be closely
monitored."

COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS:

a)--Significantly reduce the amount of
inoperable fire protection equipment

'

in the station.
b)--System for assessing priority needs and

timely correction of any deficiencies in fire
barriers and protection equipment.

'

c)--Improved supervision and training of fire
watchers.

d)--Provision for independent water and power
| supplies.

e)--Completion of all Appendix R improvements.
f)--System to control combustible material on-

site.

(4) SECURITY AND SAFEGUARDS: "The previous SALP report
identified serious NRC concerns regarding the
licensee's awareness of, and attention to, NRC
physical security objectives and the need for
additional management attention to, and support of,
the security program to insure that the program was

The previous SALP report alsoproperly implemented.
identified NRC's belief that the licensee had initiatedactions to resolve those concerns and that the security
program was receiving increased management attention.
However, shortly after the beginning of this assessment'

due to theperiod, it became apparent to the NRC that,
number and complexity of the identified problems and
some other problems which were then surfaced, far more
extensive management attention and resources would be

As evidenced during this assessmeut period,.required.the need for additional attention and resources by the
licensee continued until late in this assessment period.,

little physical progress toward improvingAs a result,
the program was accomplished by the licensee during the
period."
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COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS:
'

'

a)--High level corporate and site management
attention to the recently established
priority level for the security program
upgrade should continue in order to
implement commitments and develop an
ef f ective program.

i b)--NRC/ Boston Edison review of relationship
of contracted security force over Boston
Edison and other contracted employees.
Does Security have adequate power to control,

| plant personnel and question employee'

activities?
c)--Develop and implement ef fective program to eliminate

any presence or use of alcohol and drugs,
d)--Elimination of any violations or weaknesses

in security barriers.

ASSURANCE OF QUALITY: "Although the licensee has(5) exhibited good performance in certain activities such
as outage control and engineering and has displayed
initiative in its safety enhancement program, significant
deficiencies st- , were found to exist in radiological
controls, surve. lance, fire protection and security.
Some of these deficiencies have existed throughout
the period and have been identified in previous SALP |

'

reviews, and by the licensee's own quality assurance
The ambiguity of the site organizationalorganization.structure and the instability in the corporate and site

management team have resulted in the licensee's
inability to address and resolve these long-standing
problems without repeated prompting and overview by
NRC. Senior corporate management was slow in confronting
the problems and in implementing corrective actions.
Late in this assessment period and immediately following
it, the licensee took steps to address its organizational
weaknesses. However, the effectiveness of these efforts
in improving the licensee's performance remains a matter j

'

of continuing NRC interest and concern.'

COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS: !

,

a)--Continue senior management attention to f
identify problems to ensure that they are |
promptly and effectively resolved.

b)--Improve tests and surveillance of equipment
4p r og ram.c)--Greater authority of quality control staff f

> over other departments to resolve any "

conflicts between procedures and personnel
in different operation groups.

<

*
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d)--Improve training and supervision over
, * contract workers.

e)--Improvements in visual surveillance system
to properly identify and describe
deficiencies.

f)--Improve training, testing and requalification
of personnel.

(6) PLANT / EQUIPMENT

COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS:

a)--Maintenance requests back log be eliminated.
b)--Complete review of maintenance and testing

schedules with all incomplete testing being
finished and any deficiencies corrected.

c)--Identification and repair of Main Stream
Isolation Valve and RHR pumps which caused
initial spurious scram which closed the
plant.

d)--NRC investigation and public explanation
of recent reports of deficiencies in certain
General Electric reactors, including Pilgrim.
The public should be informed of the possible
problems and any action taken by General
Electric or Boston Edison which has corrected
these deficiencies. All uncorrected problems
should be corrected.

e)--The NRC and General Electric should also make
available to the public the General Electric
report.

(7) GENERAL MANAGEMENT CONCERNS: The following are
recommendations which address general management areas
which the committee feels need review.

COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS:

a)--Staff vacancies in key areas should be filled to
adequate levels.

b)--Demonstration that the new programs,
divisions and personnel can actually
perform as planned.

c)--Resolution of inter-group conflicts and
,

clearer lines of authority for safety,
ALARA (As low as reasonably achievable), and fire
protection personnel over other divisions.

d)--Review and planning of transition from outage
and maintenance mode to on-line operation so that
they are prepared if restart is approv6d.

(8) REACTOR CONTAINMENT: In its most recent SALP report the
.

NRC noted the following: " Plant hardware changes were'

also impressive, particularly the planned Mark I';

containment enhancements. The modifications go
considerably beyond NRC recommendations and show a'

-int-
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concern for nuclear safety." Nevertheless, serious
' * concerns have been raised, both inside and outside of

the NRC, about the Mark I containment and its
possible failure in the event of a major accident.
The Committee has sent a letter to Boston Edison
seeking more information on exactly what work is
planned to enhance the containment system. In
addition, the committee strongly urges that prior
to restart the NRC, the state, and Boston Edison shall
hold a public hearing on:

a) The possible defects or weaknesses of the Mark I
.. containment;

b) the work planned by Boston Edison to improve it;
)c) the schedule for.that work; <

d) NRC studies and others done on the itegrity
or possible failure of the containment in the
event of a major accident. The containment is
such a crucial safety 'eature in nuclear plants
that all work to strengthen any weaknesses must |
be completed prior to restart. ;

e) An evaluation of any additional safety features
such as filtered venting of the containment,
molten core barriers, underground residual heat
removal system, and a secondary steel containment.

(9) STANDBY GAS TREATMENT SYSTEM: Prior to refueling the
problems identified with the Standby Gas Treatment {System should be corrected. '

)
(10) DECOMMISSIONING PLAN: It is unclear what happens to the

plant and storage of radioactive waste when the plant is
permanently closed. The questions of the cost involved
decommissioning, the impact on Plymouth taxes, waste
storage, security, and dismantling or " sealing" of the
reactor building are of great concern to area residents.
The NRC, the state and Boston Edison should develop
decommissioning plans, well before a scheduled closing,
to answer these and other questions.

The Committee af ter intensive review of the NRC SALP report
recommends the Boston Edison Company immediately take positive
action on all of the above recommendations. Bostca Edison
should improve all of the categories which received grades of
category 3 on the most recent SALP report. The two primary causes

|- for the NRC's category 3 findings were slowness in making
improvements and lack of management attention. These problems
should be resolved so that none of the functional areas maintains a
category 3 grade. It is imperative that all improvements are
completed before action is taken to restart the Pilgrim Nuclear

'

l Power generating facility at Plymouth,

t ,
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RECOMMENDATION VI>s ,

IMPROVED EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PLANNING

Emergency preparedness is the last layer of protection for
public health and safety in the event of an accident at a nuclear
plant. Until recently, emorgency planning seems to have been
perceived more as a regulatory requirement than a form of protection l

which might be called into use. As public concern over nuclear |

| plants has increased over the past year, so has emergency planning !

come under greater scrutiny.
|

This scrutiny has found the obvious current emergency
planning is inadequate. The primary responsibility to correct these
inadequacies rests with the state. Working with federal officials,
local officials, and the utility the state must take immediate
action to develop plans that are more realistic and dependable.

The federal government has reserved to itself most powers
dealing with nuclear power plants. The state, however, is left with i

Ialmost total responsibility in protecting the public should an
accident ever happen. While this may be jurisdictionally awkward
there is no substitute for state and local planning. Local and
state officials are the most qualified to prepare and implement
emergency plans.

It is unacceptable to this committee for a private utility or
federal agency to try and fulfill or usurp state and local
responsibility. The committee feels that prior to restart emergency
plans must first be reviewed and approved by town officials, in the
Emergency Planning Zone (EPZ) communities, and by the state.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA), Boston Edison, the State, and towns should work on a
schedule to coordinate the review and decision on whether to approve,
prior to restart.'

!
'

There is growing debate over how far states can use the
,

planning approval requirement as a means of preventing a new plant
from being licensed or of closing a licensed plant, if a state does
not believe an emergency response plan can adequately protect the
public health and safety. It appears that the NRC, Congress, and
undoubtedly the courts will be reviewing this issue as more states
withhold approvals.

The state should pursue two courses. State and local
governments should develop the strongest possible emergency plans.
The public's health and saf ety demands nc, thing less. If, after
thbse plans are developed, the Governor feels they are still

,

j inadeetate then he may withhold approval.
'

|
,
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Th committee heard testimony f rom the Depar tment of Public
Safety about the need to plan beyond a set limit of ten miles. The
Department stressed, though, that with deficiencies in current ten
mile planning any work beyond the ten mile zone should not deflect
any attention from the communities within the zone. Communities j

closest to the plant require a higher level of planning than !
l

communities f arther away. The Department also testified that while
Civil Defense is the primary agency f or dealing with emergencies
other divisions are involved such as the National Guard, Public
Safety, and Public Health. The Department noted that coordination
between state agencies for nuclear emergency planning needs to be |

improved.

Local Civil Defense officials from several towns in the EPZ
testified bef ore the committee. Their concerns included: |

:

A) Lack of a reception / decontamination area;

B) A need for greater technical and material assistance from |
the state and utility;

i

C) Criticism that the plans lacked specific written !
agreements with parties which might be involved with an emergency,
such as bus companies and hospitals;

D) A need to plan for regional school systems in which
students come f rom one but not all towns within the EPZ; and

E) The need for more inter-community planning in order to
have a coordinated regional plan.

The town of Plymouth has created its own local advisory
committee on nuclear matters. That committee has thoroughly
reviewed the town's emergency response plan. Their report has been
made available to the committee and demonstrates the kind of
detailed planning necessary for a strong response plan. It also
demonstrates the ir. dispensable role of local governments in
developing plans. Many of their recommendations would be helpful to
other rowns. Their report is included (see Appendix 9).

While primary responsibility for planning rests with state
and local officials there is necessary ussistance which should come-

from the utility. This includes technical advice as well as
material support accepted by the state, a county, or a town. The
committee feels that this assistance should be paid for through
utility assessments which will be passed on to utility ratepayers
rather than all taxpayers.

Specific improvements to the emergency plans need to come
f rom the utility, to',;es and state. The committee recomme.ds the
f ollowing improvements:
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# * BOSTON EDISON PLANNING ASSISTANCE:

(1) Boston Edison Company should provide updated and
accurate Evacuation Time Estimates under a
wide variety of accident scenarios. This will l
enable state and local of ficials to better plan !

traffic management in the event of an emergency. j

(2) Identification, notification and workable evacuation j
Iplans for mobility impaired and individuals who will
Ihave difficulty being notified of an emergency or in

being familiar with the emergency response procedure.
Such individuals include the physically disabled,
those depending on public transportation, the hard
of hearing and those who speak limited English. !

IGreater attention of these individuals will help
ensure that no one is excluded f roin the planning. |

L

BOSTON EDISON EQUIPMENT:

(1) Boston Edison should improve Public Alert !

Systems including testing. Sirens should be tested
more frequently with improved monitoring and
identification of individual siren deficiencies.
Siren systems should be audible in the entire EPZ,
and loud enough to be heard in buildings with
closed windows. In addition, this system should
be supplemented with an adequate number of
loudspeaker equipped vehicles.

(2) Review and supply of needed equipment for shelters'

and reception areas for evacuati3ns. During summer
months local population swells, increasing the need
for sheltering areas for non-resident visitors.

|(3) Provide greater information in the event of an
emergency. During an incident, people may not have {
written information on hand about procedures to be i

followed. This is particularly true for non- )
residents. Printed material with procedures for an 1

emergency should be pre-printed for quick distribu-
tion in group shelters, relocation areas, hospitals,
public transportation, and through school children

'

i

5 during an emergency. ,

!
(4) Boston Edison should update the Nuclear Energy

Pamphlet to impress upon the public the importance |
of following official instructions. Necessary
information should include' maps, location of
public shelters, locations of public transportation
facilities, Emergency Broadcast System affiliates,

!traffic routes, reception areas and personal safety
|precautions.
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* ' ' EMERGENCY PLANNING ZONE (EPZ):*

(1) Clarify that when any part of a town lies within an
EPZ, the entire town shall be part of the EPZ.
Planning and resources for these towns will have to
be upgraded.

,

!

(2) Clarify planning for regional schools which have
students from at least one, but not all, towns in the
school system which are part of an EPZ.

(3) Clarify authority of Public Safety to plan for a
radiological emergency beyond a 10 mile EPZ.
(See Recommendation I--Division of Nuclear
Facility Safety)

(4) Evacuation time estimates and traffic control plans
should be based on evacuations of people within the
EPZ to centers well beyond the 10 mile zone and
should anticipate secondary or shadow evacuations.

STATE PLANNING:

(1) Increase state assistance to local planners. This j
should include technical assistance as well as
financial assistance for local use. The goal
should be coordinated regional planning as well as
strengthened local plans.

(2) Inventory and where necessary create adequate local
shelters to protect non-resident visitors in the

i event of emergencies which may not require
evacuation.

| (3) Identify area medical services, hospitals and medical
I personnel available for use outside of the EPZs.
| Also evaluate any additional services and supplies

which may be necessary to serve EPZ population in the
event of an emergency, including emergency treatment

3

facilities and training of medical personnel.

(4) The state and towns should participate in appropriate
emergency drills.

(5) Specific planning shall be developed for emergency
notification, evacuation planning, and traffic
control planning should be imposed in areas outside
of an EPZ which pose unique problems, e.g.: Cape i
Cod and the Islands.

(6) Inventory of available buses, ambulances and ;

I handicapped / elderly vans, to assist
'

'

in an evacuation. Develop an inventory of service
,
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stations and towing operations to be available* ** ,

along evacuation routes.
(7) Supervise planning by towns, ensure a coordinated,

regional plan, and ensure cooperation between the
utilities and area towns. !

1

(8) Identify and designate adequate reception and
decontamination centers and. ensure the availabiltiy
of adequate supplies and equipment..

(9) Ensure appropriate annual review and publication of
,

-

; plans working with the utilities, towns and Federal {
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). l

1

(10) Evaluate and where necessary correct effectiveness
of notification and communication system between j

state and local officials. j'

j (11) Identification, notification and workable evacuation
l' plans for people in all institutional facilities --

such as hospitals, nursing homes, schools and
prisons -- inside the EPZ. j

i

(12) Contractual agreements for the above services where,

L appropriate should be made to avoid any erroneous
assumptions of transportation in the event of an
evacuation.

LOCAL PLANNING:

(1) Each town in an EPZ should consider establishing an
Radiological Emergency Response Plan Committee to
review matters pertaining to emergency response
planning.

(2) Local plans need more thorough documentation and
letters of agreement between involved parties to
ensure clear lines of responsibilities in'the event
of an emergency.

(3) Local officials should inventory local planning>

needs, equipment and resources which can be provided.

by the Di~ vision of Nuclear Facility Safety or the
utilities.

A
.' (4) In addition to plan for their own communities, local-

j officials should work closely with neighboring
i communities to ensure workable regional planning.

~(5) Each town in an EPZ should establish plans for
informing non-residents of procedures to bes

j; followed in the event of an emergency.

.i

*

'
9
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The rtate and utility have been ineffectual and too informal
in developing adequate emergency response plans. The committee,
therefore, finds:

| A) The Pilgrim Nuclear Power Plant _should not restart until,
and unless, an emergency preparedness plan, including evacuation,
has been approved by the Selectmen in the EPZ communities and by the
Governor;

B) Federal, state, and local officials and the utility
should coordinate actions in order to reach a decision on whether
to approve emergency response plans prior to restart.

C) The cost of eme mency planning should not be borne by all
taxpayers but financed thr ough utility assessments.

|

|

|

5
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